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The Big Bang

• Universe created at t=0 in hot dense phase, immediately 
starts to expand and cool

• Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation with T = 2.7K 
that pervades all of space is remnant from this fireball 
phase.

• At t~1s protons and nucleons condense out of hot 
plasma

• In the first 3 mins nucleosynthesis creates H, D, 3He, 
4He, 7Li, 7Be.  No metals!

• Density perturbations led to formation of structure within 
which the first stars formed.
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WMAP Plot of Temperature 
Perturbations in CMBR

Red = Hot = High Density   Blue = Cold = Low Density
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First stars made entirely of primordial 
material i.e. only H & He

No such stars have been found; find old 
stars with low metallicity (Pop II stars)

Star-formation is an on-going process in 
regions of solar metallicity.  By 
studying these regions we can try and 
understand the physics behind star-
formation 

With this knowledge we can extrapolate 
back and maybe we can start to 
address the issue of how the First Stars 
in the Universe were born.













GMC in Southern Cross Region

d ~ 50pc
M ~ 105 M�

T ~ 30 K
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Dust
1. Smoke = product of combustion, hence often C based         

Dust = finely powdered material from abrasion of solids

2. In astronomy dust = heavy elements locked up in submicron 
sized particles containing ~ 109 particles

3. Makes up ~1% of mass of ISM

4. Grains play a catalytic role in interstellar chemistry; H atoms 
trapped in surface defects in grain structure combine to form 
H2 then ejected from surface = main mechanism for H2

production in Universe

5. Influence molecular abundances by reducing intensity of 
dissociating radiation

6. Opaque to optical light but transparent to longer wavelengths



Fractal adhesion model for dust grains 

involving random conglomerates of 

spherical compounds of different 

properties.



A piece of interplanetary dust, composed of 

glass, carbon and a conglomeration of silicate 

mineral grains.  Size = 10 microns.





Atmospheric Opacity







Cloud Collapse Heat generated by 
in-falling material 

must be efficiently 
removed to prevent 

disruption of the 
core by turbulence.

Radio – FIR radiation 
produced by 

blackbody radiation 
from dust and 

radiative transitions 
of vibrating and 

rotating molecules 
can escape

from the gas and 
keep it cool



The Role of Dust

As in-falling material heats up, the warm dust 
radiates energy in IR.

IR escapes from the material, cooling gas

Adsorption of atoms onto the surface of grains 
leads to the formation of molecules, in 
particular H2

Absorbs optical/UV photons from ISRF, thereby 
protecting the molecules in the gas from 
dissociation.







Fragmentation



The Problem

No metals (C, O, Si, Mg, Fe) � no dust

No dust � no site for formation of H2

No H2 � no cooling 

No cooling � in-falling material heats up and 
core is disrupted by turbulence

No dust � molecular environment not protected 
from background radiation that dissociates 
molecules





Molecular Hydrogen

At low densities H2 produced by 

• e– + H → H
–

+ h�

• H– + H → H2 + e–

At densities n > 108 cm-3 H2 produced by 3 body 

reactions

• H + H + H → H2 + H

• H + H + H2 → H2 + H2

• H2 radiatively dissociated if TB > 300 K

• Requires z < 100 for temp to drop low enough for 

H2 to survive.



The First Stars

150 – 200 million years after the BB temperature 
of CMBR had dropped below 300K � H2 not 
radiatively dissociated

N(H2)/N(H) ~ 1/1000

In clouds with M ~ 105 M� gravitationally held
together by dark matter, mini-halos formed 
with T ~ 1000 K regulated by H2 

Hotter than in today’s star-forming clouds

To overcome pressure and collapse into dense 
clumps stars of mass 30 – 500 M� formed
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First stars made entirely of primordial 
material i.e. only H & He

No such stars have been found; find old 
stars with low metallicity (Pop II stars)

Star-formation is an on-going process in 
regions of solar metallicity.  By 
studying these regions we can try and 
understand the physics behind  star-
formation 

With this knowledge we can extrapolate 
back and maybe we can start to 
address the issue of how the First Stars 
in the Universe were born.







1. Density perturbation creates core that 
attracts atoms to its centre.

2. As atoms fall in, gain speed converting 
gravitational energy into kinetic energy.

3. Collisions distribute energy randomly, 
heating the gas.

4. Molecules in the gas excited to higher 
energies, decay back to lower levels by 
radiative transitions.

5. Radiation in FIR, submm, radio can escape 
from the gas, keeping material cool.  



Molecular Hydrogen

At low densities H2 produced by 

• e– + H → H– + h�

• H– + H → H2 + e–

At densities n > 108 cm-3 H2 produced by 3 
body reactions

• H + H + H → H2 + H

• H + H + H2 → H2 + H2

• H2 radiatively dissociated if TB > 300 K

• Requires z < 100 for temp to drop low 
enough for H2 to survive.



The First Stars

150 – 200 million years after the BB temperature 
of CMBR had dropped below 300K � H2 not 
radiatively dissociated

N(H2)/N(H) ~ 1/1000

In clouds with M ~ 105 M� gravitationally held
together by dark matter, mini-halos formed 
with T ~ 1000 K regulated by H2 

Hotter than in today’s star-forming clouds
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Time 
scales for 
stars to 

form


